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StudiobyBP has established itself as the 
premier uniform company in Dubai, renowned 
for its exceptional quality and unparalleled 
craftsmanship. With a keen eye for design and 
an unwavering commitment to excellence, 
the company has successfully transformed 
uniforms into stylish and functional pieces that 
reflect the unique identity of each client. Its 
extensive range of apparel caters to a diverse 
range of industries, including corporate 
uniform, medical uniform, chef uniform, and 
aviation uniform.For businesses seeking top-
notch uniforms that make a lasting impression, 
Studiobybp remains the go-to choice in Dubai.

Over the years, Studiobybp has continuously 
evolved and adapted to the changing landscape 
of fashion and workwear trends. They have 
incorporated cutting-edge technologies and 
sustainable practices into their manufacturing 
process, staying ahead of the curve. As 
they continue to grow, Studiobybp remains 
dedicated to their core values of innovation, 
reliability, and customer-centricity. Their 
history is a testament to the relentless pursuit 
of excellence, making them the go-to choice 
for businesses across the UAE in search of 
premium, tailor-made uniforms

Studio Brief
As a leading uniform manufacturer in the 
UAE, with a remarkable history of redefining 
workwear. Since its inception in Dubai, the 
company has grown significantly, starting 
as a small uniform store catering to local 
businesses in 2015. The company’s commitment 
to exceptional quality and innovative designs 
quickly gained attention, leading to a steady 
increase in demand.

As Studiobybp’s reputation spread, the company 
expanded its operations, investing in state-of-
the-art manufacturing facilities and assembling 
a team of skilled designers and craftsmen. 
This move allowed them to meet the growing 
demand from diverse industries, including 
corporate uniform, labour uniform, healthcare 
uniform, chef uniform and hospitality uniform.

ABOUT STUDIO
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“Find The Fabric, Enjoy  
The Process and The Results”

Discover a seamless journey towards finding the 
perfect fabric that transcends expectations. At 
our esteemed establishment, we believe in the 
transformative power of quality materials. With 
an unwavering commitment to excellence, our 
experienced team is poised to assist you every step 
of the way. From guiding you through an extensive 
selection of premium fabrics to ensuring a delightful 
and effortless process, we are dedicated to making 
your experience truly exceptional. Embrace the joy of 
discovery and witness the stunning results that unfold 
when you entrust us with your fabric needs. Unleash 
your creativity and embark on a path that combines 
craftsmanship, passion, and unmatched expertise. 
Begin your fabric quest with us today and elevate your 
project to extraordinary heights.

Consultation
Our Team of dedicated expert here to guide you in selection most 
suitable material.

Choose Your Material
Our Team of Expert guide you through extensive selection of 

premium fabrics.

Production 
From design to production, we use the latest technology and the 
best quality materials

The Final Result
Our garments are made to last, even in the harshest of 
environments, and are designed to withstand the rigors of daily use.

“Best Uniform Supplier in Dubai, UAE 
With years of experience in the uniform 
stitching and uniform manufacturing, We 
have mastered the art and techniques to 
produce high quality uniforms.” 

HOW WE WORK AT STUDIO
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Chef Uniforms

Scrubs / Medical Uniforms

Hospitality Uniforms

Corporate Uniforms

Our Collection of Chef jackets that we design, and Manufacture 
are typically made of lightweight, breathable materials such as 
cotton, polyester, or a blend of both. The most commonly used 
material for chef jackets and chef pants is cotton, which is durable, 
comfortable, and easy to wash.

Through our experience and working with the leading restaurants 
in Dubai we also provide Chef Jackets manufactured from 
performance fabrics like moisture-wicking or antimicrobial 
materials that can help keep chefs cool and dry during long shifts 
in the kitchen.

In the healthcare industry, medical scrubs are an essential part 
of ensuring a safe and sterile environment for both patients 
and medical professionals. At our factory, we specialize in 
manufacturing a variety of medical uniforms that are not only 
comfortable but also practical and durable. In this article, we will 
discuss the different types of medical uniforms we manufacture 
and their features.

We use high-quality materials to ensure the durability and comfort 
of our uniforms. Our medical uniforms are made from fabrics that 
are designed to withstand repeated washing and wear, while still 
being breathable and comfortable for healthcare professionals to 
wear during long shifts.

In the hotel industry, uniforms play a crucial role in creating a 
professional image and enhancing the guest experience. As a 
manufacturer of hospitality uniforms, we take pride in producing 
high-quality and functional uniforms that meet the needs of our 
clients and their staff.

Our factory produces a range of hospitality uniforms that are 
designed to cater to various roles within the industry, including 
front desk staff, servers, chefs, and housekeeping. We use only the 
finest materials and craftsmanship to ensure that our uniforms 
are durable, comfortable, and stylish.

Corporate uniforms have become an integral part of the 
business world, serving not only as a means of identification for 
employees but also as a representation of the brand’s image. As 
a manufacturer of corporate uniforms, we take pride in offering 
a wide range of options to meet the unique needs of different 
companies. In this article, we will highlight some of the types of 
corporate uniforms we manufacture in our factory.

UNIFORMS FOR ALL SECTORS
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Designer Suit

Aviation Uniforms

Workwear Uniforms & Apparels

Promotional Uniforms

As a leading manufacturer of men’s suits, we take pride in the 
quality and craftsmanship that goes into each and every one of our 
products. Our suits are designed with both style and functionality 
in mind, making them perfect for any occasion, whether it be 
a wedding, a business meeting, or a formal event. Our suits are 
made using only the finest materials, including wool, silk, and 
linen, ensuring that they not only look great but feel great as 
well. We offer a wide range of styles, from traditional two-button 
suits to more contemporary three-button and double-breasted 
options. Each suit is custom-tailored to fit our customer’s specific 
measurements, ensuring a perfect fit every time.

Our aviation uniforms are designed with a modern and sleek 
aesthetic, reflecting the dynamic nature of the aviation industry. 
We understand the importance of a well-groomed and professional 
appearance for aviation personnel, and our uniforms are crafted 
to meet these standards. With clean lines, tailored cuts, and 
contemporary designs, our aviation uniforms exude a sense of 
sophistication and reflect the high standards of the industry.

Fabric quality is of utmost importance when it comes to aviation 
uniforms. We select high-performance fabrics that are both 
durable and comfortable, allowing our personnel to move freely 
while maintaining a polished appearance.

In industries where safety is a concern, such as construction or 
manufacturing, safety apparel is essential. Our factory produces 
high-visibility vests, jackets, and shirts that meet safety standards 
and regulations. We can also add reflective tape and other safety 
features to these garments. At our factory, we take safety seriously. 
We understand the importance of proper safety equipment, 
especially when it comes to work uniforms. That’s why we offer a 
wide variety of safety work uniforms to keep your workers safe and 
protected on the job.

Fire-resistant clothing is another essential inclusion in the 
industrial uniform, particularly in sectors where exposure to 
flames and heat is prevalent.

As a manufacturer of promotional uniforms, we take pride in 
offering a wide range of options that cater to the diverse needs 
of our clients. Whether you’re looking for a branded uniform for 
your staff, or a giveaway item for your customers, we have got you 
covered. Here are some of the types of promotional uniforms that 
we manufacture in our factory 

UNIFORMS FOR ALL SECTORS
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CHEF

UNIFORMS

Chef Style# 4Chef Style# 4

Chef Style# 1Chef Style# 1

Chef Style# 5Chef Style# 5

Chef Style# 2Chef Style# 2

Chef Style# 6Chef Style# 6

Chef Style# 3Chef Style# 3

Explore our comprehensive CHEF Uniform Collection, catering to diverse culinary needs and ensuring a unified identity 
across cuisines and restaurants. Recognizing the unique requirements of different culinary roles, our goal is to be your ultimate 
uniform destination, encompassing Studio and Sahara uniforms for all clients.

Chef Coat: The epitome of tradition, the chef coat is meticulously crafted from cotton or a cotton-polyester blend. Its iconic 
double-breasted design, adorned with buttons, boasts a high collar and long sleeves, providing paramount arm protection.
Chef Pants: Embracing comfort and functionality, our loose-fitting chef pants, expertly tailored from durable materials like 
cotton or polyester, deliver unrestricted movement. An elastic waistband or drawstring ensures a secure fit, allowing you to focus 
on your craft. Chef Apron: A shield of elegance, the chef ’s apron elegantly drapes over the coat, safeguarding it from spills and 
stains. It seamlessly merges practicality with style and is available in various materials, including cotton, polyester, and blends.
Chef Hat: Elevating aesthetics and hygiene, the iconic toque, or chef hat, stands tall with pleats. 
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SCRUBS/MEDICAL

UNIFORMS

Scrubs Style# 1Scrubs Style# 1

Scrubs Style# 4Scrubs Style# 4

Scrubs Style# 2Scrubs Style# 2

Scrubs Style# 5Scrubs Style# 5

Scrubs Style# 3Scrubs Style# 3

Scrubs Style# 6Scrubs Style# 6

Scrubs are the most common medical uniform worn by medical 
professionals. These are available in a range of colors and 
styles, including V-neck, round neck, and mock wrap. They are 
made from a soft and breathable fabric that ensures comfort 
during long hours of work. Our scrubs are also designed 
with functional features such as pockets, side slits, and elastic 
waistbands for convenience.

Lab coats are an essential garment for laboratory technicians, 
researchers, and doctors. Our lab coats are made from high-
quality fabric that offers protection against chemicals, spills, and 
other hazardous materials. They also come in different styles 
and lengths to suit individual preferences.

Medical Uniform Products
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HOSPITALITY

UNIFORMS
Our collection of hospitality uniforms encompasses a wide range of roles and positions within the industry, including hotel 
staff, restaurant servers, bartenders, and concierge personnel. We offer an extensive selection of stylish and comfortable 
uniforms tailored to meet the specific needs of each role. From elegant and sophisticated designs for fine dining establishments 
to contemporary and functional attire for trendy cafes, our uniforms are designed to enhance the overall aesthetic and 
professionalism of your staff. 

By choosing our hospitality uniforms, you are not only ensuring a consistent and polished appearance for your team 
but also promoting a sense of unity and pride. Our uniforms are crafted using high-quality materials that are durable, 
easy to maintain, and designed to withstand the demands of the hospitality environment. We use only the finest 
materials and craftsmanship to ensure that our uniforms are durable, comfortable, and stylish.

Hospitality Style# 1Hospitality Style# 1

HospitalityHospitality Style# 4 Style# 4

HospitalityHospitality Style# 2 Style# 2

HospitalityHospitality Style# 5 Style# 5

HospitalityHospitality Style# 3 Style# 3

HospitalityHospitality Style# 6 Style# 6
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CORPORATE

UNIFORMS
Corporate uniforms have become an integral part of the business world, serving not only as a means of identification for 
employees but also as a representation of the brand’s image. As a manufacturer of corporate uniforms, we take pride in offering 
a wide range of options to meet the unique needs of different companies. In this article, we will highlight some of the types of 
corporate uniforms we manufacture in our factory.

We place a strong emphasis on fabric quality to ensure that our corporate uniforms are not only visually appealing but 
also comfortable to wear. We source premium fabrics that are soft, breathable, and durable, allowing our employees 
to feel at ease throughout their workday. The high-quality materials used in our uniforms ensure that they maintain 
their shape and appearance even after repeated wear, ensuring a long-lasting investment for both the company and 
our employees.

Corporate Style# 1Corporate Style# 1

CorporateCorporate Style# 4 Style# 4

CorporateCorporate Style# 2 Style# 2

CorporateCorporate Style# 5 Style# 5

CorporateCorporate Style# 3 Style# 3

CorporateCorporate Style# 6 Style# 6
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AVIATION

UNIFORMS
Our aviation uniforms are designed with a modern and sleek aesthetic, reflecting the dynamic nature of the aviation industry. 
We understand the importance of a well-groomed and professional appearance for aviation personnel, and our uniforms are 
crafted to meet these standards. With clean lines, tailored cuts, and contemporary designs, our aviation uniforms exude a sense 
of sophistication and reflect the high standards of the industry.

Fabric quality is of utmost importance when it comes to aviation uniforms. We select high-performance fabrics that are both 
durable and comfortable, allowing our personnel to move freely while maintaining a polished appearance. Our uniforms are 
designed to withstand the demands of the aviation environment, with fabric that is resistant to wrinkling, fading, and wear. The 
fabric’s breathability ensures that our personnel remain comfortable throughout their shifts, even in demanding conditions. For 
our stewards and stewardesses uniform, we offer elegant and stylish dress options.

Aviation Style# 1Aviation Style# 1

Aviation Style# 4Aviation Style# 4

Aviation Style# 2Aviation Style# 2

Aviation Style# 5Aviation Style# 5

Aviation Style# 3Aviation Style# 3

Aviation Style# 6Aviation Style# 6
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WORKWEAR

UNIFORMS
In industries where safety is a concern, such as construction or manufacturing, safety apparel is essential. Our factory produces 
high-visibility vests, jackets, and shirts that meet safety standards and regulations. We can also add reflective tape and other 
safety features to these garments. At our factory, we take safety seriously. We understand the importance of proper safety 
equipment, especially when it comes to work uniforms. That’s why we offer a wide variety of safety work uniforms to keep your 
workers safe and protected on the job.

Fire-resistant clothing is another essential inclusion in the industrial uniform, particularly in sectors where exposure to flames 
and heat is prevalent. These specialized garments are made from flame-resistant materials, protecting workers in firefighting, 
welding, and oil and gas industries from potential fire hazards. With fire-resistant clothing, employees can work confidently, 
knowing they have reliable protection against burns and other fire-related risks.

WorkwearWorkwear Style# 4 Style# 4

Workwear Style# 1Workwear Style# 1

WorkwearWorkwear Style# 5 Style# 5

WorkwearWorkwear Style# 2 Style# 2

WorkwearWorkwear Style# 6 Style# 6

WorkwearWorkwear Style# 3 Style# 3
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Our favorite wool suit jacket that are perfectly 
tailored with a hint of stretch for comfort. 

At our factory, we are committed to sustain-
ability and ethical manufacturing practices. We 
believe that it’s important to not only create 
high-quality products but to do so in a way that 
is environmentally and socially responsible. 
That’s why we use sustainable materials when-
ever possible and ensure that our workers are 
treated fairly and paid a living wage.

Designer Suit
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In colder weather, jackets and vests are a great 
way to keep employees warm while still looking 
professional. Our factory produces a variety 
of styles of jackets and vests, including fleece, 
softshell, and insulated options. We can also add 
company logos or other branding elements to 
these garments.

Corporate uniforms have become an integral 
part of the business world, serving not only as a 
means of identification for employees but also 
as a representation of the brand’s image. As a 
manufacturer of corporate uniforms, we take 
pride in offering a wide range of options to meet 
the unique needs of different companies. In 
this article, we will highlight some of the types 
of corporate uniforms we manufacture in our 
factory.

Tailored Uniform Service Offerings for You

◊ Embroidery
◊ Sublimation
◊ Screen Printing
◊ Banner Printing

Experience unparalleled customization with 
our extensive tailored service offerings, 
delivering meticulous embroidery, vibrant 
sublimation screen printing, and eye-catching 
banner printing.

“Best Uniform Supplier in Dubai, UAE
With years of experience in the uniform 
stitching and uniform manufacturing, We 
have mastered the art and techniques to 
produce high quality uniforms.” 

Corporate Attire 
For Employee
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CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE TO FIND GREAT NEW
STYLES, PATTERNS, ACCESSORIES AND MORE.

SET THE TREND IN STUDIOBYBP

www.studiobybp.com


